Indicators of capacity in Ocean Science
in the Pacific region
Indicator

No.

No. of Pacific island nationals in the pool of
experts for the 2nd World Ocean
Assessment report

Nil (0)

No. of Pacific island nationals as authors on
the IPCC Special Report on the Ocean and
Cryosphere in a Changing Climate (SROCC)

Nil (0)

Number of Oceanographers working in
Pacific governments

One (1)

Number of Ocean research-capable vessels
in the Pacific

One (1)
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Pacific region science action priorities
Societal outcome

Pacific priority

1. A clean ocean where sources of pollution are
identified and removed

Identify pathways of impact across environmental,
social or cultural/indigenous values

2. A healthy and resilient ocean where marine
ecosystems are mapped and protected

TK needs to be included in ecosystem management

3. A predictable ocean where society has the
capacity to understand current and future ocean
conditions

Improved understanding of ocean processes
including TK, trends including future states also
needed

4. A safe ocean where people are protected from
ocean hazards

Identify island-based solutions, ecosystems and TK
that can provide natural resilience and reduce risk

5. A sustainably harvested ocean ensuring the
provision of food supply

Value chain analysis, fisheries based adaptation
options and social/governance research

6. A transparent ocean with open access to data,
information and technologies

Capture TK. Map potential applications of TK,
recognise the sensitivities around sharing of TK,
build that recognition into the collection process

The proposed pathway for TK in a Pacific Ocean Decade
Embed TK in all Decade priorities
Recognise and articulate TK as an important and
complementary knowledge economy of global benefit
Establish guidelines for integrating and mainstreaming TK

Initiate a consultative consensus building process
Co-create innovative tools and instruments, processes and
training approaches for Decade initiatives

Develop & adopt a Pacific Ocean Science Action Plan

